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Abstract

This paper proposes a paradigm where commonly made segmental pronunciation
errors are modeled as pair-wise confusions between two or more phonemes in the
language that is being learnt. The method uses an ensemble of support vector ma-
chine classifiers with time varying Mel frequency cepstral features to distinguish
between several pairs of phonemes. These classifiers are then applied to classify the
phonemes uttered by second language learners. Using this method, an assessment is
made regarding the typical pronunciation problems that students learning Swedish
would encounter, depending on their first language.

Introduction
Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT)
is a fast growing and an important aspect of Com-
puter Assisted Language Learning (CALL) sys-
tems. However, problems faced by student with
different first language (L1) backgrounds are of-
ten very different. At the same time some of
the problems are common to almost all language
backgrounds. In the context of Computer As-
sisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT), this aspect
is very relevant. Bannert (1980) pointed out what
sounds and phonemes in Swedish may be confus-
ing to students depending on their L1 and found
a large variation. However, this study was made
based on expert knowledge of a trained phoneti-
cian, based on students with classical pronuncia-
tion problems. In this paper, we describe an au-
tomated method that can extract such knowledge
from data collected from several second language
(L2) students. Such explicit knowledge can be
used to increase the accuracy of detecting specific
types of pronunciation errors, as well as develop-
ing customized training methods for students with
a particular L1 background.

We follow the approach of Truong (2004)
who used a set of binary classifiers, to help clas-
sify often confused phonemes. The above study
required careful selection and construction of the
acoustic parameters in order to make reliable clas-
sifications and claimed detection accuracies of
somewhere between 70 and 90 %. They also tried
to train their classifiers on native as well as non-
native speech, and found that the performance, as
expected, was better on native speech, which in
general showed lower variance.

In our approach, we extend this methodology
to include a very large number of classifiers in or-
der to assess what kind of pronunciation errors
and confusions are most probable, given the L1
of the student. This requires a method in which
the same classification system should in princi-
ple hold for classifying several classes of pairs
of phonemes. Since different kinds of acoustic
features are useful for classifying different types
of phonemes, including static as well as dynamic
sounds, our approach requires a common plat-
form to select the suitable features automatically.
Secondly, the accuracy when classifying different
types of phonemes would also be largely differ-
ent. To side-step this problem, we do not en-
deavor to make assessments on every incorrect
utterance, but instead make a judgement on en-
tire sessions of utterances (around 80) of several
speakers (2 to 24). We compare the performance
of the classifiers on native speech (assuming the
native speech to be correct). We assess only on
those phoneme pairs, on which the classifiers re-
port significantly higher error rates for L2 learners
than on native speech, to be problematic.

Ensemble of Classifiers
The block diagram of the ensemble classification
framework we used in this study is illustrated in
Figure 1, previously described in (Picard et al.,
2010). Given the acoustic signal and the text of
what the subject is supposed to have uttered, the
acoustic signal is segmented into the sequence
of phonemes using an Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) based alignment (Sjölander and Heldner,
2004). We use the native speech for training our
models and test them on non-native speech ut-
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of our system using
an ensemble of binary classifiers, to detect spe-
cific mispronunciation errors, by finding signifi-
cant performance differences in the performance
on native speech and non-native speech.

tered by the L2 language learners. The input to
the classification framework are the acoustic seg-
ments of individual phonemes. The classifier sys-
tem consists of 4 components, described below.

Acoustic Features
In order to model static as well as transient
sounds, we used dynamic features in the form
of ime-Varying Mel Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (TV-MFCC). If A(f, t) is the time vary-
ing log spectrum of the audio signal, with F mel
frequency sub-bands and T time samples, then
Ã(p, q) are the 2D-DCT coefficients obtained by
performing DCT along the dimensions f (fre-
quency) and t (time). The dimensions p : {1 ≤
p ≤ P} and q : {1 ≤ Q} are called ‘quefrency’
and ‘meti’ respectively (Picard et al., 2010). The
duration is added at the end of the vector. Thus,
the total number of features are P ∗Q + 1.

Minimum Redundancy Maximum
Relevance
Since we use many different kinds of bi-
nary classifiers, the most relevant and opti-
mum acoustic features are not always the same.
We therefore use two feature selection algo-
rithms. Minimum Redundancy Maximum Rele-
vance (MRMR) (Peng et al., 2005) relies on esti-
mating feature redundancy (selecting features that
are dissimilar to each other) and relevance (max-
imizing the contribution of the features towards
classification) using mutual entropy, through a
greedy search. Processing time varies linearly
with the number of features to be retained. This
method reduces the search space by a large
amount, and thus the time taken for the Genetic

Algorithms (GAs) to converge.

Genetic Algorithms
In order to ensure optimal performance for the
binary classifiers, the poor set of features needs
to be discarded. Besides, the optimum param-
eters for each classifier would also be different.
We, therefore, employ an implementation of GA
(Goldberg, 1989) with a K-fold cross validation
scheme in order to select both the feature indices
and to optimize the parameters of the classifier.

Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machine (SVM) try to find the
best possible hyper-plane separating two classes,
by maximizing the distance between the elements
of the two classes. SVMs are known to perform
well for binary classification problems even on
sparse and high dimensional data. We also use
the Gaussian kernel in order to allow non-linear
hyper-planes. The SVM models are trained on
native speech, using a K-fold cross-validation dif-
ferent folds, applying MRMR to each fold, then
applying the genetic algorithm to find the optimal
features and the classifier parameters over all the
folds. The optimum features and parameters are
then used to train the SVM binary classifiers over
each fold. The error rates over each fold is cal-
culated using the optimal set of selected features
and parameters.

Data and Experiments
The corpus consisted of 78 phonetically rich short
sentences and words uttered by 11 native Swedish
speaking subjects who recorded the utterances
reading a text displayed on the screen. This was
done using a desktop microphone and a sampling
frequency of 16 KHz. The material was used
for training 95 binary classifiers using the process
described in the above section. The non-native
speech data consisted of 2 to 24 students each
from 11 different L1 backgrounds, learning to
speak Swedish in a Swedish course. The students
used the VILLE Swedish virtual language tutor
(Wik et al., 2009; Wik and Hjalmarsson, 2009)
and produced the utterances while trying to repeat
the words or sentences uttered by the virtual tu-
tor. The data was cleaned up to remove instances
of hesitations or completely incorrect utterances
in the data. In this experiment, the native and
non-native speakers recorded the same set of ut-
terances, but in principle, they can be completely
different.
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In total, 95 pairwise classifiers under 6 cate-
gories were created. The 6 categories were

1. Plosive vs. Fricative (PF) (6 pairs)

2. Voiced vs. Unvoiced consonants (VU) (5 pairs)

3. Front vs. Back vowels (FB) (23 pairs)

4. Short vs. Long vowels (SL) (11 pairs)

5. Unrounded vs. Rounded Lips (UR) (23 pairs)

6. Open vs. Closed vowels (OC) (27 pairs)

Under each category, all possible confusable
pairs of phonemes were considered. For each
phoneme, TV-MFCCs, with the number of que-
frency coefficients P = 18, and meti coefficients
Q = 3, were extracted. The total number of
features were 55 initially, including the duration
of the phoneme. At the first stage, MRMR was
performed to select the best 20 features with re-
spect to the particular binary classification task.
Optimization was then performed using GA with
a 4-fold cross-validation, and the best features
and classifier parameters were chosen. The time
taken to build each classifiers ranged from less
than a second to 26 minutes, depending on the
number of samples available for the respective
phonemes, in a MATLABTM implementation of
the algorithms. The error rate of the classifiers
on native speech ranged from 0 to 34%, assuming
that the natives had a perfect pronunciation. The
worst performing category was the Short vs. Long
vowel category. For every L2 learner (student),
all the phoneme boundaries were extracted using
the HMM based alignment using the phonemic
transcription of what they were supposed to have
uttered. All the relevant phonemes were chosen
from the entire session of each students from a
particular L1 background and classified using the
ensemble of classifiers.

Classifiers performing with an accuracy of
around 70% on native speech would normally not
be useful for providing pronunciation feedback
on non-native speech. Therefore, we adopted a
method to side-step the problem. A binomial sig-
nificance test was conducted to see if the error rate
estimated by each classifier on the utterances by
students with a said L1 background was signif-
icantly higher than on the native speech. Thus,
even if the classifier error rate is quite high on
native speech, it could still be useful for provid-
ing suitable assessment. In this study we illustrate
only three examples per L1 background, with the
highest probability of the error rate being signifi-
cantly higher.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 displays the three most likely pairs of
Swedish phonemes that could cause confusing

pronunciations from students of each L1 back-
ground. It should be noted that this table does not
provide an exhaustive list of confusions, but only
the three phonemes pairs with largest significant
classifier error rates compared to native speech.
Again, since the sample set of students was rather
small in some cases, the examples may not be in-
dicative of the entire language group.

From a cursory glance at the Table 1, it is clear
that most of the errors are made in the Swedish
vowels. The distinction between /E/ vs. /@/ is
most confusing to students from almost all lan-
guage backgrounds. Some other recurrent con-
fusable pairs are /A:/ vs. /o:/ and /E:/ vs. /e/. Most
of the errors made on consonants were in voic-
ing. Several language groups like Polish, Greek
and Persian had significantly larger error rates
from the classifiers than native Swedish pronun-
ciation. Polish stop consonants can be hard or
soft depending on the vocalic context. This differ-
ence in pronunciation may be the source of errors
while pronouncing Swedish sounds. For Greek,
the unvoiced stop consonant disappear in the con-
text of nasal sounds. This may be the source of
errors for Greek pronunciations. The high error
rates for Persian voiced and unvoiced distinctions
are, however, puzzling. This may, however, be
due to different ranges of voicing onset for Per-
sian and Swedish stop consonants. Students with
a Spanish L1 background are known to make er-
rors when producing the sound /o:/ and /O/, which
is reflected in the confusions, /ø:/ vs. /O/ and /A:/
vs. /o:/. Some language backgrounds indicate sig-
nificantly larger classifier errors for lip rounding
distinctions, such as @→ œ: for Arabic and Polish
L1 backgrounds.

This method, thus, automatically lists prob-
lem areas for students with different L1 back-
grounds, which will help the CAPT system to
provide a customized training material accord-
ing to the apriori knowledge. The power of this
paradigm is the ability to circumvent the low ac-
curacies of certain classifiers as well as to locate
specific problems. The paradigm can be extended
to detecting specific cases of mispronunciations.
However, not all the classifiers may be accurate
enough to be used in specific detections.
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Table 1: Illustration of the three most common confusions that students with different L1 backgrounds,
learning Swedish as an L2, as estimated by our algorithm. The arrow indicates in which direction the
confusion is detected to occur.

L1 Background Error Category Confusable phonemes Examples Diff. in Error (%)
(No. of students) (IPA) between native

and non-native speech

American English (4)
VU g→ k gås→ kal 12%
OC æ: ← @ här← pojken 11%
OC o: → U hål→ bott 10%

Arabic (2)
OC E← @ rätt← pojken 18%
PF b→ v bil→ vår 16%
UR @→ œ: pojken→ för 15%

Mandarin Chinese (10)
VU g→ k gås→ kal 17%
OC A:← o: hal← hål 13%
OC æ: ← @ här← pojken 12%

French (4)
OC E→ @ rätt→ pojken 10%
UR @→ ø pojken→ föll 9%
OC O← U håll← bott 8%

German (3)
VU g→ k gås→ kal 11%
OC O→ U håll→ bott 9%
OC E:← e rätt: ← vett 8%

Greek (5)
OC E→ @ rätt→ pojken 8%
OC E← @ rätt← pojken 8%
OC O← U håll← bott 7%

Persian (24)
VU d→ t dal→ tal 14%
OC A:← o: hal← hål 11%
VU g→ k gås→ kal 11%

Polish (4)
VU g→ k gås→ kal 30%
VU d→ t dal→ tal 24%
UR @→ œ: pojken→ för 20%

Russian (7)
OC A:← o: hal← hål 11%
OC O← U håll← bott 11%
OC E← @ rätt← pojken 9%

Spanish (11)
FB ø: ← O föll: ← håll 14%
OC E← @ rätt← pojken 14%
OC A:← o: hal← hål 12%

Turkish (7)
OC A:← o: hal← hål 20%
FB œ: ← A: för← hal 10%
OC E← @ rätt← pojken 10%
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